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Abstract
This paper proposes the application of bagging to obtain more robust and accurate predictions using Gaussian process regression models. The training data is
re-sampled using the bootstrap method to form several training sets, from which
multiple Gaussian process models are developed and combined through weighting
to provide predictions. A number of weighting methods for model combination are
discussed, including the simple averaging rule and the weighted averaging rules. We
propose to weight the models by the inverse of their predictive variance, and thus
the prediction uncertainty of the models is automatically accounted for. The bagging method for Gaussian process regression is successfully applied to the inferential
estimation of quality variables in an industrial chemical plant.
Key words: Bagging, Bayesian method, Bootstrap, Gaussian process, Model
robustness, Soft sensor
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Introduction

Bagging, short for “Bootstrap AGGregatING”, is a method of obtaining more
robust and accurate models using bootstrap re-samples of the training data
[1,2]. The procedure for bagging consists of two stages. First bootstrap samples
are obtained from the original data to form a set of training sets, from which
multiple models are developed. Then these models are combined in some way
to make predictions. Bagging can be applied to both regression and classification models, whilst the focus is on regression in this study. It was shown [1]
that bagging is especially suitable for “unstable” models, i.e. the models that
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are sensitive (in terms of model parameters and predictive performance) to
small changes in the training data. In practice, bagging has been applied to
a large number of model structures, including regression trees [3], regression
with variable selection [4] and neural networks [5,6].
The primary purpose of this paper is to apply the bagging procedure to improve the robustness and accuracy of Gaussian process regression models that
have recently received significant interests in the community of machine learning and applied statistics [7–11]. Initially proposed by O’Hagan [12], Gaussian
process regression was viewed as an alternative approach to artificial neural networks, primarily as a result of the seminal research of Neal [13]. Neal
showed that a large class of Bayesian regression models, based on artificial
neural networks, converged to a Gaussian process, in the limit of an infinite
network [13]. Gaussian processes can also be derived from the perspective of
non-parametric Bayesian regression [14], by directly placing Gaussian prior
distribution over the space of regression functions. As a result of its good
performance in practice and desirable analytical properties, Gaussian process
models have seen wide applications, such as rehabilitation engineering [15],
machining optimization [16] and calibration of analytical sensors [17].
The motivation of bagging Gaussian process models is that we have observed
that a single Gaussian process does not always give satisfactory predictions
in practice. In particular we are considering a specific application scenario in
chemical plants where the product quality variables (e.g. melt flow rate of
polypropylene) are inferred from process operational variables (e.g. reactor
temperature and feed rate of raw material). The details are given in Section 4.
Although instruments for measuring the quality variables are available, these
instruments usually possess substantial delays, and thus are not suitable for
the on-line quality assurance and control purpose. Therefore the key in inferential estimation is to identify the relationship between the difficult-to-measure
(quality) variables and the easy-to-measure (operational) variables [6]. The
inferential models serve as “virtual” sensors to provide the information about
process quality variables. In this study, Gaussian process regression model,
enhanced by the bagging procedure, is employed to achieve this purpose. To
the best of our knowledge there has been little report of applying bagging
to Gaussian process models in the literature. Hence the results in this paper
could provide a guideline to other modeling practice where Gaussian process
is utilized.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief overview
of Gaussian process regression models, followed by the introduction of bagging
in Section 3. The conventional model combination methods are discussed, and
a novel model weighting strategy is proposed. The effectiveness of the bagging
method for Gaussian process models is demonstrated through its industrial
application in Section 4. Finally Section 5 concludes this paper.
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An overview of Gaussian process

The idea of Gaussian process can be dated back to the classic paper by
O’Hagan [12]. However, the application of Gaussian process as a regression
(and classification) technique in the community of pattern recognition was
not common until the late 1990’s, where the rapid advancement of computational power helped facilitate the implementation of Gaussian process for
larger data sets. The Gaussian process regression model can be derived from
the perspectives of neural networks and Bayesian non-parametric regression;
see [13,14,10] for details. In this section a brief overview of Gaussian process
regression model is given, including the formulation and implementation of
the model.
From the perspective of a regression problem, a functional relationship is identified between the D dimensional input variables, x, and the output variable,
y. Here the formulation is restricted to univariate output. A discussion on
Gaussian process model with multivariate output is given in [14,17]. A Gaussian process defined on multiple outputs has several difficulties, such as the
complexity in the model and its implementation [17]. In practice a simplified
solution could be adopted to model each output variable separately [14]. By
adopting this approach, it can be argued that significant information contained
in the correlation structure between the output variables is ignored. However
in the literature of regression modeling, there is no consensus on whether
multi-output modeling can achieve better predictive performance than separate modeling. The use of separate models is also justified by their good
performance in various applications [6,17].

2.1 The model

Consider a training data set consisting of N data points, {xi , yi ; i = 1, . . . , N}.
A Gaussian process for regression is defined such that the regression function
y(x) has a Gaussian prior distribution with zero mean, or in discrete form:

y = (y1 , . . . , yN )T ∼ G(0, C)

(1)

where C is an N × N covariance matrix of which the ij-th element is defined
by the covariance function: Cij = C(xi , xj ). An example of such a covariance
function is:
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where xi = (xi1 , . . . , xiD ); δij = 1 if i = j, otherwise it is equal to zero. We
denote θ = (a0 , a1 , v0 , w1 , · · · , wD , σ 2 ) as “hyper-parameters” defining the covariance function. The hyper-parameters must be non-negative to ensure that
the covariance matrix is non-negative definite. The term “hyper-parameter” is
used to differentiate Gaussian processes from parametric regression, where the
parameter is required to be estimated. For the covariance function depicted
in Eq. (2), the first two terms represent a constant bias (offset) and a linear
correlation term, respectively. The exponential term is similar to the form of a
radial basis function, and it takes into account the potentially strong correlation between the outputs for nearby inputs. The term σ 2 captures the random
error effect. By combining both linear and non-linear terms in the covariance
function, Gaussian process is capable of handling both linear and non-linear
data structures [17]. Other forms of covariance functions are discussed in [14].
For a new data point with input vector x∗ , the predictive distribution of the
output y ∗ conditional on the training data is also Gaussian, of which the mean
(ŷ ∗ ) and variance (σŷ2∗ ) are calculated as follows:

ŷ ∗ = kT (x∗ ) C−1y
σŷ2∗ = C(x∗ , x∗ ) − kT (x∗ ) C−1 k(x∗ )

(3)
(4)

where k(x∗ ) = [C(x∗ , x1 ), . . . , C(x∗ , xN )]T . The capability to providing the
prediction uncertainty in terms of the variance is an important feature of
Gaussian process. The predictive variance in Eq. (4) plays an important role
in model combination that is presented in Section 3.

2.2 Implementation
The hyper-parameters θ can be estimated by maximizing the following loglikelihood function:
1
1
N
L = − log det C − yT C−1 y − log 2π
2
2
2

(5)

Most training algorithms also require the derivative of L with respect to each
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hyper-parameter θ:
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where ∂C/∂θ can be obtained from the covariance function.
In situations where the prior distribution is assigned to the hyper-parameters,
it can be incorporated into the likelihood function to realize a maximum a
posterior (MAP) estimation. Both maximum likelihood estimation and the
MAP method are known to be sensitive to initializations and may converge to
local optima [10]. A more elaborate approach is to use Markov chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) [10] method to generate samples for approximation of the
posterior distribution of hyper-parameters. MCMC introduces significantly
higher computation cost, and thus its application in engineering practice is
restricted. In this study the maximum likelihood estimation is adopted for
model training, where a conjugate gradient method is employed to search for
the hyper-parameters that maximize the likelihood [10].
It should also be noted that the calculation of the likelihood and the derivatives
involves a matrix inversion step and takes time of the order O(N 3 ), which is
feasible for a moderate size of training data sets (less than several thousand) on
a conventional computer. For larger data sets, sparse training strategies may be
required to reduce the overall computational burden [18,19]. A comprehensive
investigation of sparse Gaussian processes is beyond the scope of this paper.
The computational aspect will be discussed within the case study in Section
4.

3

Bagging for Gaussian process models

The basic idea of bagging is straightforward. Instead of making predictions
from a single model that is fit to the observed data, a number of models are
developed to characterize the same relationship between input and output
variables. Each model is developed from a bootstrap [20] re-sampled set of
the original training data. Then the predictions from the multiple models
are combined to improve model accuracy and robustness. The procedure of
bootstrap re-sampling is briefly described here.
Suppose the original training data is Z = {xi , yi; i = 1, . . . , N}. We randomly
sample N data points with replacement from Z where the probability of each
data point being selected is 1/N. These N data points are regarded as a resampled training set that is denoted Z1 . Then we repeat the procedure for
5

K times and obtain K re-sampled data sets: Z1 , . . . , ZK . Finally K separate
models can be developed from these re-sampled training sets.
The method of bagging is especially applicable for unstable modeling procedures, i.e. the models that are sensitive to small changes in the data, such
as neural networks and classification and regression trees [1]. Gaussian process is among the unstable modeling procedures where bagging is potentially
useful. The model may be sensitive to data if the amount of training data
is limited. The availability of data is an important factor when developing
models for industrial applications, where the data collection process involves
significant cost [6]. In addition, the choice of training algorithms also affects
the accuracy and robustness of a Gaussian process model. The conventional
method, e.g. conjugate gradient, for hyper-parameter estimation is sensitive
to initialization and may find a local optima that does not provide good prediction performance over the entire data space. Although the MCMC method
can be utilized to partially address these issue, it is not considered in this
paper due to the computational constraints in practice, and the focus is on
the implementation of bagging for Gaussian process models.
Suppose K Gaussian process models, M = {M1 , . . . , MK }, have been developed from the bootstrap re-sampled data sets. The rest of this section discusses
the methods to combine the multiple models for prediction, including simple
averaging and weighted averaging rules.
3.1 Combination using simple averaging rule
The averaging rule for multi-model combination is the original method in
bagging [1]. Formally the prediction y ∗ is the average of the predictive distributions from the K models:

p(y ∗|M ) =

K
1 X
p(y ∗|Mk )
K k=1

(7)

where p(y ∗|Mk ), k = 1, . . . , K are Gaussian with mean and variance calculated
from Eqs. (3) and (4), i.e. p(y ∗ |Mk ) = G(ŷ ∗(k), σŷ2∗ (k)). Essentially Eq. (7) is
not a Gaussian distribution any more but a mixture of K Gaussians, or the
well known Gaussian mixture model [21]. The predictive mean and variance for
the combined models can be calculated based on the property of the Gaussian
mixture model:

E(y ∗) =

K
1 X
ŷ ∗ (k)
K k=1
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(8)

V ar(y ∗) =

K
K
1 X
1 X
σŷ2∗ (k) +
(ŷ ∗ (k) − E(y ∗))2
K k=1
K k=1

(9)

It has been observed that this simple averaging rule can significantly improve
the model accuracy and robustness in various applications [4,6,22,23].

3.2 Combination using weighted averaging rules

An alternative combination approach is to assign different weights to the models, the rationale being that the models should be weighed according to the
corresponding prediction capability. A linear regression method was proposed
to learn these weights so that the combined predictors minimize the training
error [6]. More specifically for the entire training data set, the output variable
y is regressed on the predicted outputs from each model ŷ(k):

yi = w1 ŷi(1) + w2 ŷi (2) + · · · + wK ŷi(K),

i = 1, . . . , N

(10)

where {wk , k = 1, . . . , K} are the weights. The linear regression in Eq. (10) is
an ill-conditioned problem because predictions from the multiple models are
highly correlated. This collinearity issue was addressed by using principal component analysis [6], whereas other approaches are also applicable, including
ridge regression and partial least squares [24]. This regression based weighting approach tends to assign larger weights to the models that give better
“prediction” to the training data. In fact the models are weighted according to how well they fit, as opposed to predict, the training data, since the
data has already been used for model development. As a result, if some of
the models severely over-fit the training data, the effect of over-fitting could
be “amplified” by these models being assigned large weights. Therefore the
generalization capability of the models may be compromised.
In this paper we propose a weighting strategy that relies on the prediction uncertainty. In effect the model that is uncertain about the prediction should be
discounted with a smaller weight. Therefore the weights are not pre-calculated
through fitting the training data and fixed for prediction; rather they are automatically adjusted based on the prediction uncertainty. The proposed strategy
is originally motivated by the approach of Bayesian committee machine (BCM)
[19]. BCM was derived based on the assumption that the correlation between
the K Gaussian process models is negligible, an assumption that is unrealistic
in the application of bagging. Hence we do not follow the derivation in [19];
rather we propose to combine the predictors based on the following product
rule:
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For Gaussian process models, each predictor p(y ∗ |Mk ) is a Gaussian distribution. Therefore the product in Eq. (11) is still Gaussian with mean and
variance defined by:

E(y ∗ ) = V ar(y ∗)
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K
In Eqs. (12) and (13) the weights are wk = σŷ−2
∗ (k)/
k=1 σŷ ∗ (k) and the
models are weighted by the inverse of the corresponding prediction variance.
Models that are uncertain about their predictions, i.e. with large variances,
are automatically given smaller weights than models that are certain about
their predictions. Note that the weighting strategy of the BCM [19] is similar
to Eqs. (12) and (13) with the difference being the variance term. Specifically
the variance term of the BCM is:

P

V ar(y ) = −(K − 1)C(x , x ) +
∗

∗

∗

K
X

k=1

σŷ−2
∗ (k)

!−1

(14)

Conceptually the BCM is less appealing since the sum of weights is not equal
to unity. We have not found that the BCM attains better prediction accuracy
than the proposed product rule (detailed results not reported) when applied
to the industrial example in the next section. Therefore the BCM method is
not considered further in this paper for bagging Gaussian process models.

4

Industrial case study

In this section we apply the bagging method for Gaussian process models
to the inferential estimation of the quality variables, i.e. the melt flow rate
(MFR), in a polypropylene polymerization process. A major difficulty in the
monitoring and control of product quality in industrial polymerization reactors
is the lack of suitable on-line polymer quality measurements [25,6]. In this case
study, MFR is measured through laboratory analysis every two hours, which
8

is typical in the polymerization industry. For the purpose of monitoring and
control, on-line prediction of MFR is required.
The quality variables could be inferred through the mathematical modeling
of the process based on physical and chemical mechanism [25,26]. However
the development of mechanistic models require a deep understanding of the
process and is typically time-consuming. To meet the rapid changing of the
market, a fast modeling approach is desirable. As a result the technique of
data-based empirical modeling has emerged as a solution to infer the quality
variables from process measurements that are routinely recorded [6,27,28].
The inferential model is also termed soft sensor in process engineering to
differentiate it from hardware sensors.
A total of 360 data points were collected from a propylene polymerization
plant operated in a continuous mode. Eight process variables are selected as
the input to the Gaussian process model, including hydrogen concentration,
feed rates of two catalysts, feed rates of propylene and hydrogen, reactor temperature, pressure and level measurements. The data is randomly partitioned
into training and test sets. Different sizes of training data are used to investigate the impact of the amount of data on the prediction performance. The
random partition is repeated 50 times under each situation so that the results
are not susceptible to a specific split of the data. The covariance function
in Eq. (2) is adopted due to its reported good performance in the literature
[17,15], and the conjugate gradient method is used to find the maximum likelihood estimation of the hyper-parameters. Following the common practice,
the data is pre-processed to have zero mean and unit standard deviation at
each variable before it is used for training a Gaussian process.
Figure 1 depicts the root mean square error (RMSE) of one of the random
partitions with training set having 180 data points. Figure 1(a) shows that
the 30 models, developed from bootstrap re-sampled training sets, achieve
quite different prediction performance. The highest RMSE is 0.233 and the
lowest 0.140. In practice the testing outputs, to be predicted, is not available
to calculate the RMSE for the selection of the best model. We could select
the model with the lowest training error, termed “Train Best” in the figure,
and it gives an RMSE of 0.191. Figure 1(b) shows that bagging, through the
product rule as in Eqs. (12) and (13), makes the combined model significantly
more accurate and robust. It appears that the combination of five or more
models result in very stable predictors. The RMSE for bagging 30 models is
0.128 that is lower than the best single Gaussian process.
Figure 2 compares the prediction and measured (reference) MFR values for
the “Train Best” and “Bagging” models as labeled in Figure 1(a). The figure
confirms the superior prediction accuracy of the bagging method to a single
Gaussian process model.
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Fig. 1. Prediction errors of (a) single and (b) combined Gaussian process models.
In (a) also depicted is the RMSE of bagging 30 models based on the product rule
and of the “best” model selected from 30 models to minimize the training errors.

Table 1 summarizes the prediction performance for different training data size,
where the average RMSE is calculated based on 50 random partitions of the
training and test data. Bagging is performed using 10 bootstrap re-sampled
training sets since Figure 1 suggests that the combination of 10 models is sufficient to produce a robust inferential estimation model. The following modeling
methods are compared:
• Single: the single model that is developed from the original training data.
• Train Best: the single model selected from 10 models to minimize the training errors.
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Fig. 2. Prediction vs. measured MFR values.
Table 1
Average RMSE for different training data size.
Training data size

60

120

180

240

Single

0.249

0.216

0.145

0.124

Train Best

0.250

0.196

0.165

0.141

Bagging Aveg

0.201

0.161

0.129

0.109

Bagging Regn

0.202

0.163

0.133

0.117

Bagging Prod

0.183

0.145

0.115

0.087

• Bagging Aveg: Bagging 10 models through averaging as in Eqs. (8) and (9).
• Bagging Regn: Bagging 10 models where the weights are determined using
linear regression as in Eq. (10). Principal component analysis is utilized to
address the collinearity issue.
• Bagging Prod: Bagging 10 models where the weights are determined using
the product rule as in Eqs. (12) and (13).
The general trend in Table 1 is that the more training data, the better the
prediction is. In industrial practice the training data must be sufficient so
that the prediction accuracy satisfies the requirement of process monitoring
and control. However the cost involved in obtaining the data must be taken
into account when deciding the amount of data to be collected. Typically
data collection is a recursive procedure where an initial data set is obtained
for modeling, and the prediction accuracy is assessed to decide whether more
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Fig. 3. CPU time for training of 10 models.

data is required.
Table 1 indicates that selecting the “best” model (in terms of minimal training
errors) from 10 models (i.e. Train Best) is not particularly superior to developing a single model from the original training data. In other words the training
errors may not be a reliable criterion for model selection. In addition, the results in Table 1 clearly justify the application of bagging: model combination
consistently gives lower RMSE in this example, regardless of the size of training data. A comparison between Bagging Aveg and Bagging Regn reveals that
the weighting strategy based on regression does not outperform the simple averaging method for this data set. Finally the Bagging Prod method, where the
weights are assigned according to the prediction uncertainty, appears to be a
promising approach to model combination that attains the lowest RMSE.
Figure 3 illustrates the CPU time (s) for training of 10 Gaussian process models from bootstrap re-sampled data, where the model was implemented within
Matlab environment under Windows XP system equipped with a Pentium 2.8
GHz CPU. The values quoted are averaged over 50 partitions of the training
and test data. The computational cost increases considerably with the size of
training data, yet it is still manageable from a practical perspective. If a large
data set is available, the so-called sparse training techniques, mentioned in
Section 2.2, should be employed to reduce the training time. Approximately
the CPU time for the training of a single model from the original data set
is 1/10 (or more generally 1/K) of that required for the bagging technique.
Therefore the improvement in robustness and accuracy of the prediction is at
12

the cost of additional computation.

5

Conclusions and discussions

This paper applies the bagging method to improve the robustness and prediction accuracy of Gaussian process regression models. A novel model combination rule is proposed to assign the weights to models based on their predictive
uncertainty. Application study on an industrial example suggested that (1)
through bagging the predictions are more reliable and accurate; (2) the proposed model combination strategy significantly outperforms the conventional
methods. Therefore we recommend to utilize the bagging procedure to enhance the Gaussian process regression models if the additional computational
cost is permitted in practice.
The bagging procedure essentially assumes that the training data are independent and identically distributed. However Gaussian process explicitly models
the correlation between data points, which appears to contradict the underlying assumption. As a result, we hypothesize that the success of bagging,
as demonstrated by the case study, is due to the fact that the instability of
Gaussian process plays a more important role than the violation of the independence assumption in this example. Further theoretical study is needed to
investigate this issue, which is an interesting on-going research topic.
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